HB 40 UNDER ATTACK
BY RIGHT-WING EXTREMISTS
Within hours of HB 40 becoming law, anti-choice leaders met to repeal and block
this life saving measure from taking effect. In addition to pursuing legal challenges
to HB 40, 21 statewide anti-choice organizations held a meeting in Chicago and
vowed in writing to join forces to defeat any elected official or candidate who
supports HB 40 and opposes its immediate repeal.

THREE EXTREME ANTI-CHOICE BILLS FILED IN
THE ILLINOIS GENERAL ASSEMBLY
HB 4108 (Rep. David Reis-Olney)
Repeals HB 40 in its entirety by reinstating the “trigger” language,
which outlaws and criminalizes abortion in Illinois when Roe v. Wade
is overturned or modified.
Reinstates the ban on abortion care for women who are insured by
Medicaid or any state employee health insurance plan.

CONTINUED ON REVERSE

THREE EXTREME ANTI-CHOICE BILLS FILED IN THE ILLINOIS GENERAL ASSEMBLY CONTINUED

HB 4114 (Rep. Peter Breen-Lombard) &
SB 2241 (Sen. Dan McConchie-Lake Zurich)
Repeals HB 40 in its entirety and imposes additional new restrictions
on abortion care and birth control for all women in Illinois.
Creates a new legal definition of “person” based on the belief that life
begins at “the time of conception,” which would outlaw abortion and turn
the most commonly used forms of birth control, such as the IUD and pill,
into murder weapons under Illinois law.
Bans the State of Illinois and local governments from paying for abortion
care or including abortion coverage in any employee health insurance
plans. Cook County hospital would have to cease providing abortion care
and local governments would be forced to cancel all abortion coverage in
their employee health insurance plans.
Contains no exceptions for:

 Rape & Incest
 Threats to a woman’s health
 Severe fetal anomalies that are incompatible with survival
Imposes a “gag rule” on all agencies and non-profit organizations that
would prohibit them from performing or even discussing abortion. Gag
rules put women’s health at risk by preventing them from receiving
complete and medically accurate information about all their legal options
concerning pregnancy.

TAKE ACTION TODAY TO STOP THESE ATTACKS
ON REPRODUCTIVE RIGHTS
The only way to stop these bills is to elect pro-choice candidates who will vote NO
to all three bills. You can help Personal PAC elect pro-choice leaders across Illinois
by making a contribution today at www.personalpac.org. Stay engaged by signing
up for our emails, liking us on Facebook, following us on Twitter & Instagram, and
sharing this information with everyone you know.

